The following annotations represent various technologies and training sites that can be used to facilitate blended learning and “flipped classroom” formats.


CaptureSpace is a screen capture tool that is embedded within Canvas and can be found under the “Media” tab. With CaptureSpace you are able to record and narrate anything happening on your computer screen and then post the video to a canvas course.

**Flipped Institute** [http://flippedinstitute.org/](http://flippedinstitute.org/)

The Flipped Institute is an online knowledgebase for assisting teachers in flipping their classroom. It includes tutorials on how to flip, resources to assist in flipping a classroom as well as an “Ask an Expert” feature which allows educators to send emails asking questions as well as interact with other educators in an online community environment.

**Flipped Learning Network** [http://flippedlearning.org/](http://flippedlearning.org/)

The Flipped Learning Network is a single source of information for educators who are involved in flipping their classrooms. It offers current articles written by educators who have flipped their classroom and a calendar of upcoming nationwide events about flipped classrooms. It also offers a resources page which includes scholarly articles, reports and studies, webinars, examples of successful flipped classroom videos, and books about flipped classrooms.

**Gooru** [http://www.gooru.org/#home](http://www.gooru.org/#home)

Gooru is a search engine optimized for finding high quality Open Source Education Materials (OEMs) such as videos, interactive media, websites and sets of exam question banks.

**Khan Academy** [https://www.khanacademy.org/](https://www.khanacademy.org/)

Khan Academy is an online video hosting site which is geared towards high-quality educational videos. It is one of the premier sources of video content used in the flipped classroom environment.
Snagit (Screen Capture) [https://www.techsmith.com/snagit.html](https://www.techsmith.com/snagit.html)

Snagit by Techsmith is a screen capture and recording tool that works for PC and Mac. Snagit allows you to capture screenshots and videos and saves in an .mp4 format, perfect for uploading to course management software sites. One nice feature is that you can automatically capture your entire screen (e.g. if you are recording/narrating a presentation) or easily select just a portion of your screen (e.g. if you are doing a demonstration in a program like excel).


TechPoint is a video booth which can be found on campus in the Moody Library at Baylor University. TechPoint offers Faculty, Staff and Students a professional recording environment that is simple to set up and easy to use. You can book the space for up to 3 hours at a time and 9 hours per week. A link to reservations can be found on the webpage provided here.


Vittle is a screen capture software which is optimized for iPad/tablet screen capture. Vittle also allows you to both narrate and annotate what is on screen using their InFlow Engine drawing tool.


TEDEd is the educational video library associated with the TED organization. TEDEd videos also offer a “flip this video” button which allows educators to create customized lessons out of TED created questions, quizzes and activities.